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Research questions

? How is temporal interpretation in Atayal achieved?

? Does the temporal interpretation vary in the context
of modality? (If so how does it vary?)
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I the semantics of modal markers

I (in)dependence of modality and temporality
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Austronesian languages

Wang and Sun (2015) www.oup.com/us/ohcl

back
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Formosan languages and Atayal

www.oup.com/us/ohcl
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Atayal (Formosan, Austronesian)

Proto-Austronesian

Rukai Tsouic Puyuma ... Atayalic

Atayal

Squliq C’uli’

Seediq

... Malayo- Polynesian

I Speakers are bilingual or mutilingual:
Atayal and Mandarin/Hokkien/Hakka/Japanese/other Formosan

I The actual number of fluent speakers is unknown; a vulnerable
language (UNESCO)
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The universality of temporal categories

Are temporal functional categories universal?

æ Is the meaning of tense/aspect categories the same in all
languages?

æ Is a certain temporal meaning instantiated in every lan-
guage? (if not, how do languages do without the temporal
meaning?)
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Decomposition and compositionality

I The building blocks hypothesis
The semantics of aspect is not uniform across languages, but
decomposable into a small set of basic semantic building blocks
assembled di�erently by di�erent languages (von Fintel & Matthewson
2008).

I The principle of compositionality
The meaning of a complex expression is determined by the meanings of
its parts and the manner in which these parts were combined.
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Main claims I (this presentation)

• Atayal aspects and tenses present strong support for
decomposing the meaning of temporal categories:

I modal semantics (non-culmination e�ects); the Perfect
Time Span; relation of time intervals; existential
quantificaiton

• Evidence for extending the building blocks hypothesis
to the tense domain

• Evidence for positing aspect/tense in superfically
unmarked sentences
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Main claims II

Support for a fully compositional analysis of temporal
interpretation of modal sentences:

I Modal evaluation time and prejacent event time are
determined by temporal operators scoping above/under the
modals (Chen et al. 2017, Rullmann and Matthewson 2018).
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Atayal aspectual/temporal forms

Forms My proposal

As
pe

ct
s aspectually-unmarked form neutral aspect

Ch2
cyux/nyux progressive aspect

Te
ns

es

wal perfective-perfect aspect Ch3
-in- relative (existential) past tense Ch4
morphologically tenseless form non-future tense

Ch5p- relative future tense/modal
musa’ relative future tense/modal

I Evidence for decomposing both aspect and tense
categories

I Evidence for the existence of aspect and tense in
superficially unmarked sentences
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Plan for today’s presentation

1. Aspectual meaning of aspectually-unmarked sentences

2. The semantics of the marker wal

3. The semantics of the marker -in-

4. Temporal meaning of morphologically-tenseless
sentences
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All sentences are marked with voice but can be without aspect or
tense.

(1) a. (AUX) V+Actor-Voice (OBL) ABS

b. (AUX) V+Non-Actor-Voice (OBL) ERG ABS
PV/LV/CV

(2) s-p-kita’
cv-caus-see

Tali’
Tali’

ni
erg

Yumin
Yumin

qu
abs

syasing.
photo

‘Yumin showed Tali’ photos.’

Aspectually-unmarked form is NOT aspectually unmarked

The episodic reading of the unmarked form motivates a covert
neutral aspect (Smith 1997).
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Unmarked sentences

Whether a telic event culminates depends on the lexical aspect.

(3) Accomplishment
kblay-un
make-pv

ni
erg

Watan
Watan

ga
top

ini’
neg

tmasuq
finish.av.dep

na’.
still

‘Watan was building the house but he didn’t finish it.’

(4) Achievement
#m-huqil

av-die

qu
abs

mlikuy=nya’
man=3s.gen

lga,
prt.top

ulung
fortunately

ini’
neg

huqil.
die.av.dep

Intended ‘Her husband would have died but fortunately he
didn’t.’
Consultant: mhuqil describes the status of being dead.
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Unmarked sentences

Events must begin (within the reference time).

(5) Accomplishment
tayhuk
arrive.av

qu
abs

Tali’
Tali’

ga,
top

kblay-un=naha’
make-pv=3p.erg

qu
abs

ngasal
house

la.
prt

‘When Tali’ arrived, they built the house.’
Me:“Is it that they waited for Tali’ and only started to build
the house when he came?” Consultant:“That’s correct!”

(6) Achievement
m-wah=saku’
av-come=1s.abs

lga,
prt.top

m-huqil
av-die

hiya’
3s.n

la.
prt

‘When I came, he died.’
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Aspectual properties of unmarked sentences

Inceptive readings Culmination/termination
with when-clause entailment

Activities y n
Accomplishments y n
Achievements y y
Inchoative states y y
Homogeneous states n N/A

vs.
activity & accomplishment achievement (& inchoative state)
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Perfective analysis?

A possible analysis is that the unmarked form encodes a
non-culminating perfective aspect (e.g., Singh 1998).

This is not right because:
I Unmarked sentences also allow for characteristic habitual

readings (feature of imperfectives rather than perfectives).

I There is an overt marker, wal, that encodes culmination
(which is more like a perfective).
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Proposal for the unmarked form

“[Neutral aspect] includes the initial point and at least one internal
stage of a situation (where relevant).” (Smith 1997:81)

Initial stage of events

The neutral aspect encodes a partitive operator I-STAGE,
allowing final points of events to be realized in possible
worlds (adapting Altshuler 2014, cf. Landman 1992).

JNEUTKg ,c =
⁄P. ⁄t. ⁄w. ÷e ÷e’ [I-STAGE (e,e’,w,w’,P) & ⌧(e) ™t]

The runtime of e is an initial subinterval of the runtime of e’, and e and
e’ can be identified as the same event (Landman and Rothstein 2012).
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vs.
accomplishment achievement

Culmination di�erence with telic events explained:

I Since achievements are atomic events (Altshuler 2014),
an initial stage of an achievement event is also the
culminated event in every world.

I An initial stage of an accomplishment event is not
necessarily identical to the completed event in some
possible world.
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Lack of culmination everywhere

The mechanism of removing culmination of telic events can be
associated with di�erent aspects.

I progressive (e.g., Dowty 1979)
I imperfective (e.g., Altshuler 2014, Arregui et al. 2014)
I perfective (e.g., Singh 1998)
I neutral aspect (this dissertation)
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Plan
1. Aspectual meaning of aspectually-unmarked sentences

2. The semantics of the marker wal

3. The semantics of the marker -in-

4. Temporal meaning of morphologically-tenseless
sentences
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Wal has properties of both perfective and perfect aspect.
I Boundedness: culmination/termination of events
I Anteriority, result state, current relevance
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Culmination/termination entailment
(7)#wal

wal

kblay-un
make-pv

ni
erg

Watan
Watan

ga
top

ini’
neg

tmasuq
finish.av.dep

na’.
still

Intended ‘Watan built the house last year, but he didn’t finish
building it.’
Consultant: No, the two sentences do not match up.

(8)#wal
wal

m-ngilis
av-cry

mlhngan
night

shira’.
yesterday

ki’a
epist.pos

cyuw
prog.dist

m-ngilis
av-cry

na’.
still

Intended ‘She cried last night. Maybe she is still crying.’
Consultant: It doesn’t sound logical. The first part sounds
like “she already cried yesterday’.

⌘Wal means that accomplishment events culminated and activity
events stopped.
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Back-shifting: ET<RT

(9) Context: Your friend asks you to wait for him for lunch, but

you reply:

musa’=saku’
fut=1s.abs

wal
wal

maniq
eat.av

kya
loc

kira’
later.today

la.
prt

‘I will have already eaten by then.’
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Comparison with English perfect

Properties wal have
Anteriority y y
Result state y y
Recent past/hot news y y
Current relevance y y
Experiential perfect n y
Lifetime e�ects n y
University perfect n y
Adverbial restrictions n y
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Result state holds at RT

(10) wal=nya’
wal=3s.erg

gyah-an
open-lv

blihun.
door

si
prt

usa’
go.av.dep

kya
there

nanak.
only

‘He has opened the door. You can just go in by yourself.’

(11)#wal=maku’
wal=1s.erg

htag-un
drop-pv

qu
abs

g≥gyah
cv.nmlz≥open

sawsu’=maku’
key=1s.gen

ga
top

nyux=maku’
prog.prox=1s.erg

‘lw-an
find-lv

la.
prt

‘I dropped my keys, but I’ve found them.’
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Current relevance

(12) Context: You chatted with your son over the phone:

#wal=maku’
wal=1s.erg

tt-un
chop-pv

shera’
yesterday

mpuw
ten

msyaw
rest

ruma’.
bamboo

‘I chopped more than ten pieces of bamboo yesterday.’

(13) Context: You go to your bamboo farm and see your bamboo

is gone:

wal=naha
wal=1p.erg

s’ng-un
chop-pv

ruma’=mu’
bamboo=1s.gen

la.
prt

‘My bamboo has been chopped.’
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The Perfect Time Span

Result state and current relevance have motivated a stretch of
temporal interval overlapping the reference time.

The Perfect Time Span (Iatridou et al. 2003)
PTSc(t) is the interval of which t is a final subinterval and whose
left boundary is determined by c.
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Proposal for wal

JwalKg ,c = ⁄P ⁄t ⁄w. ÷t’ ÷e [ t’ ™ PTSc(t) & t’<t &
⌧(e)™t’ & P(e)(w)]

Wal introduces the PTS and requires that the P-event is instantiated within a
non-final subinterval of the PTS.
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Correct predictions

X Anteriority; culmination/termination entailment
the built-in semantics of wal

X No universal perfect readings
Universal perfects require homogeneous events but wal yields
bounded events.

X Current relevance
Wal presupposes a current state of relevance to the discourse
topic (cf. Portner 2003).

X Result state holding at RT
Although wal does not enforce the result state to persist up to
RT, a ceased state at RT would prefer the past tense -in-.

X No experiential perfect readings
Experiential readings are blocked by -in- (see below).
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The curious marker -in- (PAN *-in-)

• Dominant experiential (perfect) readings

• Cessation e�ects: states modified by -in- imply that the described
state no longer holds.

• Reference to past events only
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Experiential perfect reading

(14) m<n>wah=saku’.
av

<
e.pst

>come=1s.abs

‘I have climbed a mountain.’
(elicited based on ’Miss Smith’s Bad Day’, Matthewson 2014)

“Who has climbed a mountain?” “I have climbed a mountain.”
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Cessation e�ect

(15) m<n>qilang
av

<
e.pst

>lazy
krayryax
every.day

qu
abs

Tali’.
Tali’

‘Tali’ was always lazy.’
Consultant: He has changed now.

(16)#m<n>qilang
av

<
e.pst

>lazy
sraral
before

qu
abs

Tali’
Tali’

ru
conj

yasa=nya’
cont=3s.erg

m-qilang
av-lazy

na’
still

misuw
now

qani.
this

Intended ‘He was lazy before and he is still lazy now.’
Consultant: No one would say this.
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Past interpretation only

-in- is incompatible with present/future-time adverbs.
(17) m-<in>qwalax

av-<
e.pst

>rain
ssawni’
early.today

/#misuw-qani
/now

/#kira’
/later.today

‘It rained earlier.’ /#‘It is raining now.’ / #‘It will rain later.’

-in- is incompatible with overt future marking.
(18) {*p-<in>qwalax

fut.av-<
e.pst

>rain
/*musa’
/fut

m-<in>qwalax}
av-<

e.pst

>rain
kayal=nya’.
sky=3s.gen

Intended ‘It will have rained (by then).’ or ‘It was going to
rain.’
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Not a perfective aspect

• Sentences marked with -in- allow for progressive and habitual
readings.

• The perfective-like episodic reading that -in- yields is
non-culminating.

• Statives marked with -in- do not have present inchoative
readings as perfective statives do.

• Unlike perfectives cross-linguistically, -in- does not move a
narrative forward.
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Not a perfect aspect

The dominant experiential reading of -in- could be considered to
be a dedicated experiential-perfect marker (e.g. Dahl 1985), but:

Nothing else resembles the perfect.

Properties -in- have wal

Anteriority (ET< RT) n y y
Result state n y y
Current relevance n y y
Recent past/hot news n y y
Experiential perfect y y n
Lifetime e�ects n y n
University perfect n y n
Adverbial restrictions n y n
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Proposal for -in-: An existential past tense

J-in-Kg ,C = [ ⁄Rist ⁄Pist ⁄t ⁄w. ÷t’ [t’< tC & R(t’)(w) &
P(t’)(w)]

I The time intervals over which -in- quantifies can be
domain-restricted (via the R variable, von Stechow 2009).

(19) Context: A teacher sees a student dozing o� in class. The

teacher asks:

iyat=su’
neg=2s.abs

m-<in>abi’?
av-<

e.pst

>sleep
‘You didn’t sleep?’/ ”= ‘You haven’t (ever) slept?’

I -in- is a relative tense: t is given by UT in matrix clauses and
by the matrix RT in complement clauses.
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Pronominal vs. existential past tense

Prediction Pronominal past Existential past -in-
Deictic/anaphoric uses y n n
No scopal interactions y n n
Infelicity without RT y n n

Òæ -in- behaves as predicted by an existential past.
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-in- is chosen over wal for experiential readings

the semantics of -in- vs. wal

I While both markers assert the existence of a past event, wal

involves an additional interval stretching from the present.
I Experiential readings only concern past occurrences of

events.
I Uttering a wal form would be more informative than

required in an experiential context (Quantity Maxim).
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Implications of existential past

I Languages can vary in the semantics of tense: pronominal vs.
existential.

I Existential quantification is a semantic building block -
encoded as a tense or as an aspect in languages.

I Support for relative past ”= perfect aspect (Bohnemeyer
2014)
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A split temporal pattern

Atayal temporal reference is either restricted to a non-future time interval
or fully unrestricted

Unmarked form Past Present Future
Stative-AV y y n
Eventive-AV y y (habitual) /n1(episodic) n
Eventive-NAV y y (habitual) /n (episodic) y

99K Sentences marked with an overt aspect also show the
non-future/future pattern.

1Unmakred eventive sentences lack episodic readings like English eventives
in the present tense.
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(20) baytunux
beautiful.av

balay
truly

hya’.
3s.n

‘She was/is very beautiful.’ / ”=‘She will be very beau-
tiful.’

(21) musa’
fut

baytunux
beautiful.av

balay
truly

hya’.
3s.n

”=‘She was/is very beautiful.’ /‘She will be very beau-
tiful.’

(22) thaygal-an
bully-lv

ni
erg

Tali’
Tali’

{sraral
before

/misuw
/now

qani/babaw=nya’}.
this/in.the.future

‘Tali’ used to bully that kid before.’ / ‘Tali’ bullies that
kid now.’ / ‘Tali’ will bully that kid in the future.’
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Any tenseless analyses?

I Atayal is unlike any of the tenseless systems that lack
systematic constraints on RT (e.g., Mucha 2013, Tonhauser
2011, Bochnak 2016).

I The non-future and free interpretations in Atayal are in
complementary distribution.

I While Atayal may have certain aspect-induced tense defaults,
these defaults do not align with AV/NAV.

I Eventives have past defaults (if AV) or
past/future defaults (if NAV).

I future ”= irrealis: Atayal “future” markers only cover future
modality (but not any other potential irrealis domains).
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Proposal: A tensed analysis

Covert non-future tense in sentences with every type of pred-
icate

(23) a. JTiKg ,C = g(i)
b. Jnon-futKg ,C = ⁄t: tÆ tc . t

(adapted from Matthewson 2006:680)

Future tenses/modals (covert in unmarked NAV sentences)

Jp/?NAV /musa’Kg ,C = ⁄Pist . ⁄t. ⁄w. ⁄t. ’w’ [w’œ
best(ACC(w,t)) æ ÷t <t’ & P(w’)(t’)]]
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Implications of the Atayal tense system

I Atayal presents a new type of morphologically tenseless
language, for which the current tenseless analyses do not
work.

I Languages can have both quantificational tense and
pronominal tense and the two can be empirically distinguished.

Atayal has (i) a set of existential tenses (-in- and p-/?NAV /musa’)
and (ii) a pronominal non-future tense.
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Summary

The semantics of temporal categories varies across languages.

Several semantic components recurrently attested across lan-
guages are arranged di�erently in Atayal:

I Non-culmination is encoded in an aspect which is neither
progressive nor perfective

I Perfective and perfect are lexicalized in a single form
I Existential quantification is realized as a past tense

Morphological and semantic unmarkedness are orthogonal.

Aspectual and temporal interpretation of morphologically unmarked
sentences in Atayal are subject to constraints, and not reducible to
sentences without any aspect or tense or to pragmatic inferences.
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Broader implications of this work

Temporal interpretation relies on a range of factors that
interact with temporal operators:

interactions with lexical aspect; interactions between temporal

markers (syntactic constraints, semantic (in)compatibility or

pragmatic competition, etc.); morphosyntatic constraints; general

ontological constraints...

The source of cross-linguistic variation could come from
semantics or pragmatics.

Looking into an individual language is more than feasible to
contribute to shaping a typological theory.

The tests developed in this dissertation are hypothesis-driven
and can potentially be replicated in other languages.
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Future directions

I Factors that may influence temporal interpretation to be
examined: voice-aspect interactions, final particles, temporal
adverbials, etc.

I The role of pragmatics and formalization

I More work on the semantics of the future markers and
conditionals

I Micro-variation in Formosan temporal semantics
I -in- in almost every Formosan language
I change of state markers: final particles or enclitics
I variation in tense-voice interactions
I reduplications interpreted as future or progressive/habitual
I ...
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